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Owner Tony Dozier oversees TDC SI
personnel installing the outdoor fiber
cabling portion of the City Court of
Atlanta's new building network infrastructure project. The cabling connects the court building to the Atlanta

Many would agree that humanizing today’s technological advances is a job best left to the professionals. Since 1995,

City Hall data center.

TDC Systems Integration, Inc. (TDC SI) has filled that role by working to bridge the digital divide for its customers and the

community as a whole.

TDC SI is a full service systems integrator whose services and support focus on maximizing business productivity

for companies of every capability, resource, and size. To help its clients achieve full productivity, TDC SI offers a broad

range of solutions, from business systems automation and technical support to software development and training to network
infrastructure implementation and indoor and outdoor cabling.
For TDC SI, the key to making technology usable is to remain flexible while customizing each solution. This approach

to TDC SI’s service delivery is much appreciated by a diverse clientele that includes organizations pertaining to aviation,

public safety, judicial, technological, community services, etc.

In fact, TDC SI’s list of client successes in Atlanta alone reveals a company that
plays a big part in keeping this region of the
world up and running. TDC SI’s engineers,

Tony Dozier, owner, working with partners at the Hartsfield-Jackson Atlanta

analysts, programmers, trainers, technicians,

International Airport on the Wi-Fi Implementation Project. (l-r) John Green, Vice

and consultants have played an integral part in

President of TBI Airport Management, Inc.; Olivier Layly, Regional Director, Sales

sy stem and service solutions for clients such

and Marketing for SITA; Tony Dozier, President / CEO of TDC Systems Integration,

as Lockheed Martin, Northrop Grumman,

Inc. TDC SI has successfully completed numerous projects for the airport.

S AIC, General Electric, Johnson Controls,
AT&T, CDC, HUD, U.S. Army Forces
Command, U.S. Department of Defense,
Cobb County, City of Atlanta, Fulton County,
Hartsfield-Jackson Atlanta International
Airport, Southern Polytechnic State University,
SouthTrust Bank and many more. Whether it
is designing and implementing a data center

development and encourages employee participation in off-site as well as company-offered

for a new building, upgrading existing flight

continuing education and training. TDC SI knows the importance of such efforts in this fast evolving

information display systems (FIDS) and

industry in order to keep employees on top of both current and emerging technologies.

"...THE KEY TO MAKING TECHNOLOGY USABLE IS TO REMAIN FLEXIBLE WHILE CUSTOMIZING EACH SOLUTION."
The company’s success has also resulted in its ability to offer comprehensive benefit

common use ticket equipment (CUTE) for
airports, designing and implementing a state

plans at a level competitive with fortune 500 companies. Consequently, TDC SI has managed to

of the art cyber court room, or providing 24x7

retain a substantial number of personnel, some of which have been with the company since its

technical support for a 911/emergency

founding.

operations center, TDC SI is known for
delivering excellence.
To continually ensure top-notch per-

In addition to fostering an environment for advancement, TDC SI has been able to maximize business opportunities and achieve seemingly unattainable goals by adhering to elevated
standards. Among these are the belief in managing performance and liability, making careful

formance, TDC SI offers its employees many

recruitment and selection decisions, and complying with strict government standards. As a result,

opportunities for growth and development. The

TDC SI has grown into a company whose service area encompasses North and South America,

company is committed to ongoing learning and

Europe, Africa, etc.
Continued on page 24
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TDC SI employees from left to right, Kristi Patterson
and Anthony Tolbert providing on-site technical support
to the Atlanta 911Emergency Operations Center per
TDC SI's five year contract with Northrop Grumman.

Continued from page 23

Like TDC SI’s clientele, the community has also come to rely on the expertise of their devoted

the good of society have positively

professionals. The company’s staff can be found helping out various organizations and charities in the

impacted TDC SI’s aspirations. Today,

metro Atlanta area by lending considerable time and talent to their needs. The people of TDC SI can be

the company is moving beyond its

found assisting groups like the local little league baseball team, after school basketball programs, golf

role as a systems integrator into a

youth programs, area public schools, fraternities, churches, colleges and universities, women’s shelters,

position of leadership in community

NAACP, Red Cross, The Boys Club, YMCA, and various other charitable organizations. These efforts for

service strengthening TDC SI’s
conviction for using technology to
help others succeed.

Foreground, left to right: Technical
Support Employees Asit Joshi and
Phong Le work on a customized
Case Management System that
TDC SI designed and implemented
for a customer's new building.
Background, left to right: Steven
Holt and Vish Rao work on the
customer's collections website
database that TDC SI created and
maintains.

